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On the itérative solution of two-point

boundary value problems.

Nota di RICHARD BELLMAN (a Santa Monica, USA) (*)

Suminary. - The problem of solving x"-t- A2x = 0, s(0) — c,. x(l) = d, can
be solved in a straigtforwarâ fashion involving the solution of a System
o f linear algebraic équations. It is shown that this can be avoided by
the use of a simple itérative scheme involving only the solution of linear
differential équations, and a minimum o f storage o f values.

1. Introduction.

Consider the w-dimensionàl vector differential équation

(1) x"-*-A(t)x = 'O

where the solution is subject to the boundary conditions

(2)

To obtain the solution in a straightforward way, we proced as
follows. Let X} and X2 be respeotively the matrix solutions of

(3) X" + A(t)X = 0

satisfying the initial conditions

(4) Z1(O) = l, Z1'(0) = 0,

JS,(O) = O, X2'(0) = l .

Letting g represent the unknown value of the derivative at t = 0,

(*) Pervenuta alla Segreteria dell'TLM. I. il 14 febbraio 1961.
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x'(0), we have

(5)

From tlie relation

(6)

we obtain the value of g,

(7) g^

provided that X2(l) is nonsingular. This is a characteristic value
condition.

Turning to the computational aspects of the problem, we see
that thls mode of solution requires the solution of a set of n
simultaneous linear algebraic équations. If n is large, say fifty or
one hundred, even with today's digital computers certain questions
of accuracy arise. The question arises as to whether or not there
is a way of circumventing this procedure.

It is tempting to consider the following tehnique. Let us guess
a value of x'(0), say g, and solve ihe équation in (1) numerically
using the two initial conditions, x(0) = c, x'(0)=zg. Carrying through
the intégration, we obtain the values x(l) and as'(l). Let us retain
the value of x'(i) found in this way and use the correct boundary
value x(i) = d to integrate the équation numerically backwards
to t =z 0. In this way we obtain values of â O) and x'(0). Retain
the value of x'(0) obtained in this vr&y and use the correct value
of ac(O), x(0) = c, to integrate the équation forwards to t=l. We
then iterate this procedure over and over.

It would be too much to expect that this method converges
in all cases, and it is easy to show that it diverges in some cases.
What is remarkable is that it Works in any cases. The challenging
problem is now to modify this technique in such a fashion as to
make it yield the solution in the problem at hand.

We shall not discuss this important and difficult problem here.

2. Analysis of the Itérative Technique for Constant A(t).

Let us consider the équation

(1) x"
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subject to the conditions x(0) = c, x(l) = d, under the assumption
that A2 is a positive definite matrix.

Taking an arbitrary value for x'(0). </, we càn Write the solution
in the fortn

(2) x = Xfâc -4- X%(t)g,

where

(3) Xtf) = cos At •+- (e*** -+-

X%{t) = ^L-1 sin Ai = A

and eiM is the matrix exponential; cf. [1].
Then

(4)

Starting the solution at t = 1 with the values x(l) = d and the
preceding value of x'(l), we have

(5) x = dZ,(l - t) - (X/(l)c + X/(l)flf)Xt(l - t),

since Xx(l — ̂ J, — X2(l — i), are the fundamental solutions for t ™ 1.
Then

(6) 3'(0) = - dXx
f -H (X/(l)c + Xt

f(l)g)Xt'{i).

Hence if gn is the n — th approximation to se'(O), we have the
récurrence relation

(7) «-+i = - d*,'(l) -H (^,'(

If </7î converges to a quantity g, this quantity is given by

(8) g = [1 - ^'(llVt
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On the other hand. the solution of the two-point boundary
value problem, obtained as in §1. is given by

(9) g = Xt{l)-'[d - Xt(l)c].

To see the identity of the two expressions, observe that

(10) X/(l) = — A sin A, Xt'(l) = cos A = X^l).

Since X^l), X2(l), Xx'(1), X>'(1)- all commute, the expression in (8)
may be writ ten

(U) 9 = (sin ̂ ) " 2 ( - A sin ̂ )(X1(l)c - d)

"We see then that we obtain the solution of our problem, provided
that the récurrence relation of (7) yields a convergent séquence.
This wil! be the case if all the characteristic roots of X%'(1) are
less than 1 in absolute value. Let \ , Xt, ..., Xw be the characteristic
roots of A, then cos Xj, cosXs, ..., cos Xn are the roots of cos^ .
Hence if cos X,. =|= 1 for i = 1, 2, ..., n, a characteristic value condition
required for the solution given by (9), the itération procedure
yields the solution.

A similar analysis applies to the case where the boundary
conditions are

(12) x(0) = c, œ'(l)=d.

3. General Case.

I t is clear that we cannot expect convergence in gênerai. If
we replace (2.1) by the équation

(1) x" — A*x = 0,

with x(0) = c, x{V) = d} we see that Xt'(l) = cosh A = (eA -h e~A )/2.
Hence all the characteristic roots of X2'(l) are greater than one,
and the itération process always diverges.
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On the other hand, the solution of

(2) x" - A*x — 0, x{0) — c, x'(t0) — d,

can be found by this technique, provided that tQ is sufficiently
small, and the same holds for the équation

(3) x" -+- A(t)x = 0, x(0) = c, x'(t0) = d.

This means that the computational solution of the problem of
minimizing the functional

h

(4) J{x)=\ [(x\ «') — («, A(t)x)]dt.

0

over all functions for which x(0) = c can be obtained in the foregoing
fashion, provided t0 is sufficiently small.

This, in turn, enables us to conclude the gênerai variational
problem of minimizing

r
(5) J(x) —\ g(x, x')dt,

over all fiinctions with x0 = c, can be treated in this simple fashion
if t0 is sufficiently smalL

The challenging problem is that of developing similar itérative
schemes involving only the solution of differsntial équations
which will yield the solution whenever it exists.
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